Recently, we developed models of analytical integrateand-fire (IF) neurons with conductance-based (COBA) dynamics, the gIF neuron models [1]. These models are based on an analytical approximation of the differential equation describing the IF neuron with exponential synaptic conductances and were successfully tested with respect to their response to random and oscillating inputs. Due to their simple mathematical structure, the gIF models are best suited for fast, event-driven simulation strategies. However, the approximations were based on the assumption of instantaneous rise and exponential decay of the postsynaptic potential (PSP). Consequent to this instantaneous rise, spikes were always produced at the onset of the PSP, which might have consequences for the temporal precision of the cellular responses, as the finite rise time of the PSP and the consequent "delay" between the onset of synaptic input and spike were not present in this model. We addressed this limitation by conceiving an analytical approximation of the COBA IF neuron model with the full PSP time course, the gIF4 model. Such models are more complex to calculate because the spike does not occur at the PSP onset, but occurs later because of the finite PSP rise time and thus needs to be predicted in the future. We used a simple explicit analytical prediction of the threshold crossing to derive the spike time. In typical parameter regimes, both the PSP transient and spike time prediction deviate only a few percent from the predictions based on the numerical solution of the underlying differential equations. In high-conductance states, the error is smaller than 1%. We compared the gIF4 dynamics to numerical simulations of the COBA IF model and the full Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) neuron model. We characterized the responses with respect to output rate, coefficient of variation (CV) and temporal precision. In all cases, excellent agreement in responses to random and oscillating inputs was observed, thus rendering the gIF4 model a faithful analytical approximation of COBA neuron models. Moreover, we tested the model in network simulations. Using randomly connected self-sustained networks with inhibitory and excitatory synapses, we faithfully reproduced the expected dynamical regimes and their borders when model parameters, such as the amplitude of synaptic conductances or the ratio between inhibitory and excitatory synapses, were varied. Finally, analyzing the gain in performance, the gIF4 model was more than two orders of magnitude faster than the HH model and still outperformed the COBA IF model by more than one order of magnitude.
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In summary, the presented analytical gIF4 model provides an excellent approximation of COBA neuron models for use in efficient and precise event-driven simulations of large-scale neuronal networks with realistic, conductancebased synaptic interactions.
